
Backpacks for cyclists. Perfectly realised.

*Please fi nd a more detailed size recommendation under www.rosebikes.com

Flink® ball joint for optimal freedom 

of movement.

Chest axis

Hip belt 

Shoulders

approx. 40% of the load

approx. 60% 
of the load

20% 
of the load

80% of the load

1|  Ergon BX1
Light mountain bike backpack with optimal 

adjustment to the body: self-aligning shoulder 

straps for a stable load compression and a po-

sitioning close to the body; optimal air circula-

tion thanks to open-meshed back pads; water-

repellent zips; hydration bladder compartment; 

refl ex inserts; volume: 7 l; weight: 500 g (Small) 

/ 510 g (Large) - available in Small or Large. 
Please state size!
1805785-1 black   € 79.95
1805794-1 grey/green   € 79.95

2|  Ergon BX2
Light mountain bike backpack with optimal 

adjustment to the body: self-aligning shoulder 

straps for a stable load compression and a 

positioning close to the body; back length can 

be adjusted in 4 steps: optimal air circulation 

thanks to open-meshed back pads; hydration 

bladder compartment; rain cover and refl ex 

inserts; expandable (accordion principle); 

volume: 10 + 1.5 l; weight: 740 g (Small) / 

750 g (Large) - available with carrying system 

in Small or Large. Please state size!
1805800-1 black   € 89.95
1805819-1 grey/green   € 89.95

3|  Ergon BX3
Medium-sized mountain bike backpack with 

optimal adjustment to the body; self-aligning 

shoulder straps for a stable load compression 

and a positioning close to the body; back 

length can be adjusted in 4 steps; optimal 

air circulation thanks to open-meshed back 

pads; hydration bladder compartment; helmet 

mount; rain cover and refl ex inserts; expand-

able (accordion principle); volume: 16 + 3 l; 

weight: 800 g (Small) / 810 g (Large) - available 

with carrying system in Small or Large. 
Please state size!
1805828-1 black   € 99.95

BC series: Ergon has developed a revolutionary construction principle, which allows 
moving your upper body almost naturally and load-free: the main load of the backpack 
has been placed near the body’s centre of gravity. To realise optimal freedom of move-
ment for your upper body, the shoulder carrying system has been isolated from the 
carrying section of the pack – this also reduces sweating at the back. Thanks to a 
central Flink® ball joint in combination with a Profax PP load bearing frame, this back-
pack provides a previously unachievable level of comfort. 

5|  Ergon BH200/BH300
2 or 3 litres hydration system for bike back-

packs; hygienic polyurethane; robust mate-

rial; large opening with slide closure allows 

easy fi lling and cleaning; extra long, taste free 

drink hose with bite valve. Clip for suspension 

in the backpack; suitable for all Ergon bike 

backpacks.

- available for 2 or 3 litres.
Please state size!
1306594-1 BH200 (2 litres) € 27.95
1306594-1 BH300 (3 litres) € 29.95

 “Sehr gut” 
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4|  Ergon BC2
Bike daypack for day tours. Adjustable back 

length; compatible with hydration system; incl. 

rain cover; helmet mount; pockets for small 

items; expandable (accordion principle); volume 

16 + 4 l; weight: 1300 g: recommended load 

max. 6 kg - available with carrying system in 

Small or Large. Please state size!
1396630-1 black € 149.95
1396667-1 black/green € 149.95

backside BX1 backside BX2/BX3

Ergon shoulder straps with load 

compression – stable load transfer 

to the lower back

Optimal fi t thanks to a 4-fold back 

adjustment (except for BX1) and 

a self-regulating carrying system

Conventional position of the 

shoulder straps – instable load 

shifting during the ride

Carrying system
Size (approx.)
Confection size

Small

155-180 cm

S-M

Large

175-195 cm

L-XL

BX series: The Ergon development team 
has designed a unique strap system, which 
adjusts automatically to the wearer’s anat-
omy. This intelligent concept makes sure 
that the load of the backpack always re-
mains close to your body. Thanks to this 
special construction, the fi t of the back-
pack is more stable and closer to the 
back than that of conventional backpacks.

BX backpack Conventional backpack

Ergon backpack BC2: 

optimal back relief 

even during intensive 

body movements 

and in extreme 

cycling situations.

Conventional back-

pack: negative 

"slippage/dance 

effect" caused by 

body and cycling 

movements.

Carrying system
Size (approx.)
Confection size

Small

155-180 cm

S-M

Large

175-195 cm

L-XL

500 g

light

 “Sehr gut” 
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